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ABSTRACT. The results obtaincd from the use of the lllodulation technÍquc kllOWIl a.~ reflectance
difference spectroscopy (RDS) to cletcct zinchlcnde lo cliamond structural transitioIl are showl1.
The experiments carried ont on metastahle (GaAsh_x (Si2)x alloys, (100) oriented ami with
several silicon concentrations, show that the zinc bien de to diamond transitioll occurs rOl' a C011-

centration around x = 0.37. This transition is explailled 011 the basis of the linear electro-optic
effect.

RESUMEN. Se presentan los resultados obtenidos utilizando la técnica conocida como reflectivi-
dad diferencial para detectar transiciones de estructura zincblenda a diamante. Los experimen-
tos realizados en aleaciones metaestables de (GaAsh_x (Si2). con orientación (100) y diferentes
concentraciones de silicio, demuestran que la transición zincblenda-diamante ocurre a una con-
centración aproximada de x = 0.37. Est.a t.ransición se explica con base ('11 el ('[ect.o electro--óptico
lineal.

PACS: 78.20.Jq; 78.65.Fa

1. INTRODUCTION

Ref!ectance difference spectroscopy (RDS) is a modnlation techni'lne that allows to mea-
sure optical anisotropies in the ref!ectivity of crystals [1, ,!j. From the anisotropy speetra
we can obtain information abont the optieal properties of these crystals. nDS was initially
developed as a powerful techniqne to det.ect snrface effects in cnbic crystals [31, as in prin-
cipIe, these crystals are isotropic. This last is tme for crystals with a diamond structure,
snch as silicon (Si) and germaninm (Ge), bnt not for crystals with a zincblende structure,
sneh as gallinm arsenide (GaAs), where it has been shown that optieal anisotropies aris-
ing from the bnlk of the semicondnctor exist [2]. These anisotropies are e;L,ily observed.
For (100) oriented crystals, depend on the doping eoncentration and condnctivity type
of the semicondnctor [41. Therefore, by me;L,nring the optieal anisotropies in the bnlk
of thc abovc semiconductors, wc can distillguish between a diamoud alld a zillcblende
lattice.

The possibility of a strnctural transition fmm zincblende to diamond in metastable
(GaAs)¡_x (Si2)x, (GaAs)¡_x (Ge2)x and (GaSb)¡_x (Ge2lx alloys when the silicon or
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germani um concentration is high (about one third of the lotal concentration), has been
proposed before and several experiments have been performed to show this transition[5-9].
One of these experiments consists in the study of the X-ray diffraction pattems of these
alloys in arder to detect diffraction peaks [7]. Later, RDS wa.' used for this purpose and
the structural transition was explained on the basis of local surface effects [91.

In a previous work, the author has shown that semiconductor crystals with a zinc-
blende lattice, (lOO) oriented, exhibit bulk anisotropies that are related to the linear
electro-optic effect [101. These anisotropies appear as an oscillation around the transi-
tion energies El and El + 2>1, at about 3 eVoThe amplitude of this oscillation depends
on the doping concentration of the semiconductor and has opposite orientations for n-
type amI p-type semiconductors. The linear electro-optic effect (Pockels effect) explains
this dependence on doping concentration as well as the change in the sign of the oscilla-
tion [11]. On the other hand, according to the Pockels effect theory, in semiconductors
with a diamond structure, (lOO) oriented, do not exist anisotropies arising from the
bulk of the semiconductor, and therefore such oscillation should not be present in RDS
lueasuremcnts.

In the present work, the transition from zincblende to diaIllOIHI strllcture is explained
on the basis of the linear electro-optic effect. The mea.,urements of anisotropy spectra
for metastable (GaAs)¡_x (Si2)x alloys with x varying fmm 0.085 to 0.37 are shown. The
results show that for x = 0.37, the characteristic oscillatioll around 3 eV disappears and
the spectrum is more similar to that of a diamond structure than to a zincblende one.

2. TIIEORY

The electro-optic effect is related to the change in the optica! properties of a material
due to the presenee of an electric field [11]. If the material is isotropic, the direction of
the electric field is unimportant. However, if the medium is anisotropic, the change in
the optical properties will depend on the direction of the field.

The change i;, the refiectivity of the material is detennilled by the electro-optic tensor,
that for zincblende crystals has the form:

O O O
O O O
O O O (1)

TI4 O O
O TI4 O
O O 1"1-1

where TI4 is the linear electro-optic coefficient. This coefficient ha., different values for
different zincblende crystals and depends 011 wavelenght.

In particular, the linear term of the nonnalized change in reflectivity, due to the
presence of an electric field, is given by

2>R/ R = 2(akl + bhl + chk)g(E)E, (2)
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where a, b and e, are the directional cosines of the electric field and h, k and l, are the
directional cosines of the polarization vector of the incident light; g(E) is a fnnction of
the photon energy and of the strncture of the crystal through r14 and E is the magnitud
of the electric field.

When an electric field is applied perpendicular to the (100) plane of a zincblende
crystal and a light beam is focused also perpendicular to the surface, the expression (2)
simplifies to

f::,Rj R = 2(hk)g(E)E, (3)

since, a and b are equal to zero and e is equal to unity.
The anisotropy in the reflectivity is given by the difference between the reflectivity of

the crystal when the light beam is polarized along one symmetry direction of the crystal
and when the light beam is polarized along the perpendicular symmetry direction. If we
take this difference, the expression (2) is still simpler, becoming:

f::,Rj R = -2g(E)E. (4)

Equation (4) shows that a lineal' dependence exists between the amplitude of the
anisotropy spectrnm (given by f::,Rj R) and the magnitude of the c1ectric field E. This
electric field appears due to the presence of surface states and it depends on the doping
of the semicondnctor, being higher fOl'higher doping concentrations [12]. Furthennore,
the electric field has opposite direction for n-typé semiconductors al\(l for p-type semi-
conductores and therefore, the anisotropy signal also changes in signo The term g(E)
depends on the wavelength of the light beam and is related to the linear electro-optic co-
efficient r14. The values for g(E) in the 380-450 lltll wavelength mnge have been obtained
experimentally and are reported in the Ref. 10.

For the case of crystals with a diamond structure, all the elements of the lineal' electro-
optic tensor are zero and so the term g(E) = O for all wavelengths. Then, we do not
expect any anisotropy arising from the bulk of these crystals. Therefore, if a structural
transition from zincblende to diamond in meta.,table (GaAs)¡_x (Sb)x alloys exists, we
must observe experimentally that the anisotropy signal disappears for a certain valne
of X.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM

The experimental system used for the detection of the "incblende-diamond structural
transition by RDS is shown in Fig. 1. The technique consists in focns linearly polarized
light on the sample we want to analyze. The sample is rotating at a fixed frequency and
then the light is polarized parallel to dilferent symmetry directions of the sample. The
light reflected from the sample is detected by a photodiode that converts the luminous
signal in an electronic signal and send it to a lock-in amplifier. The lock-in amplifier
receives also a reference signal from the rotor where the sample is located. Thus, the
lock-in amplifier eliminates all the signala vibrating at frequencies different from the
sample rotation frequency. If we select in the lock-in amplifier the 2/ mode, it takes
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FIGURE l. Experimental system used for the detection of z¡ncblendeto diamond structural tran-
sitions.

a measurement every 90° and therefore if an anisotropy exists in the sample we can
obtain a signal that is the difference in reflectivity between two perpendicular symllletry
directions of the crystal. The wavelength resolution of the systelll was 0.1 nm. More
details about ROS technique are given in the Ref. 13.

For this experiment we used a GaAs crystal, (100) oricnted, with a doping concen-
tration of about 1017/cm3, as thc x = O sample. Metastable (GaAs)¡_x (Si2)x alloys with
silicon concentrations of the ordcr of 8.5% to 37%, were mcasured to detect the structural
transition. These samples were epitaxial metastable layers grown on As-stabilized (100)
GaAs substrates by a sputter-deposition-evaporation hybrid tcchniquc [14]. The surface
of all the samples had a mirror likc appearance, except for thc sample with x = 0.20 that
presented some surfacc imperfections.

The samples were clcaned only with mcthanol and rinsc with a nitrogcn flux. Thcy
were tixed to the rotor with silicon paste and aligned previonsly to the experiment using
a He-Ne laser and a beam position detector.

As has been previously reported [13]' thc electric tield responsible for the observed
electro-optic effect arises because of the presencc of surfacc states at the oxidized GaAs
surface, that pin the Fermi leve! originating a surface band bending [12). The presence of
this electric tield causcs that semiconductors with zincblende lattices (like GaAs) become
uniaxial and therefore that a bulk anisotropy appears. On the other hand, scmiconductors
with a diamond stmcture (like Si) do not change their cubic symmetry duc to the presence
of an elcctric tield and then we do not expcct a bulk anisotropy in thc ROS spcctra of
these scmiconductors.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We measured thc anisotropy spectra of a GaAs crystal and of several (GaAs)¡_x (Si2)x
samplcs with the following conccntrations of x: 0.085, 0.10, 0.20, 0.23, 0.30, 0.37. In
these measurements wc generally obtain a graphic of thc normalized rcflcctivity changc
(~RI R) as a function of the photon energy of the incidcnt light. The mcasured spcctra
are shown in Fig. 2.
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FIGURE 2. Anisotropy spectra obtained for severalllletastable (GaAs)._, (Si,), alloys, with dif-
ferent silicon cOIlcentrations given by x. The arrows showll in the figure indicate tlle positioll of
¡he transition energy El for GaAs.

As we show in previous publications [10, 1G], the auisotrapy spectra are formed by
two components: Due arising from the blllk of tite semiconductor alld allother OBe frmIl
the surface of the crystal. The hulk effects are the responsible for the oscillation observed
arannd the transition energy E, at 3 eVo Surface effects affect the spectra only by a ,I.c.
shift or by lightly deforming them [15]' specially for high photon energies.

If we observe the spectra in Fig. 2, we see that the oscillation araund the transition
energy at 3 eV is very well delined for GaAs. This oscillation becomes smoother as x
increases, that ¡s, as more gallium and arsenic siles a.reoccupied by silicon atoms. For x
about 0.37, the oscillation disappears.

When concentrations of the atoms of two semiconductors with different original lat-
tices exist together with the same order of magnitud, we expect a transition from one
lattice to the othcr at a ccrtain value of tlle l: cOllccntration of OIle alom. In tltis ca.'lC, wc
start fronl a GaAs lalticc that posseses a zillcblende stnlcture. As more (llHilnOre atoms
of gallium and arscnic are substituted by silicoll at.oUls, tite crystal losses tile mcmory
of its original lattice (zincblcllde) and behaves as a crystal with tile silicOll strllcture
(dialllond).

According to the e1ectro-optic effect theory, the characteristic oscillation of the aniso-
tropy spcctra [or galliulIl arscnidc, should not he prescnt in the anisotropy spectra of
silicon, hecause thcrc is BOt.an anisotropy arisill~ from the blllk of thcse sellliconcillctors
dile to their high sYlllllletry. Therefore, if a stl'llctnre is observed in t.he silicon spectra,
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FIGURE 3. Anisotropy spectrum of a silicon epitaxiallayel".

it should come from surfaee efrects. '1'0 show this, we measured t.he anisotropy spectrum
of a silieon epitaxial layer grown in the laboratories of the Centro de Investigación y
Estudios Avanzados in Mexico, by a liquid-phase epitaxy process. Silieon epitaxiallayer
was 8 x 1017 cm-3 and (100) oriented. The resultant speetnnn is shown in Fig. 3. The
sample was cleaned with methanol and rinse with an air flux.

\Ve observe that. the eharacl.eristie oseil1at.ion that appears in CaAs around 3 eV is not
present. However, some strueture is stil1 present. ror higher energies whieh we consider
that is related to surfaee elfeets, sueh as miero-roughness. The similarities between the
last speetrum of Fig. 2 and the speetrum of Fig. 3 are notable.

It is important to note that the speetrum shown in Fig. 3 dilrers frolll the RDS
speetrum reported by other authors [9] where RDS speetrum ror (lOO) Si shows no strue-
ture. In faet we do not expeet anisotropies arising from the bulk of this semiconductor
as the linear c1eetro-optie effeet is not present.. This is the re,c"llI for the flatne," of the
speetrum for (100) Si in the 2.1 to 3.5 eV energy range. Ilowever. as has been pointed
out previollsly [2,3,15] surface anisotropies can he expcctcd, arisillg frolll the trullcation
of Iattice because of thc presence of a surface, al' well as frOlIl Illicro-roughness. These
surface anisotropies are more evidellt around tite Eh and E2 trallsitions [213,15] alld
in addition to deform the speetra for high energies, may induce a vertical shift of the
speetra [15].

'1'0 better observe the ehange in the strueture of the speet.ra as the silieon coneen-
tration increa.~es1 we obtained the first derivative of thc spcctra shown in Fig. 2, a.s a
funetion of the photon energy. The resultant spectra are shown in Fig. 4. The valenee-
eonc1uetion bands transitions E" Eb, anc1 E2 are also indieated in this figure for ti", case
of GaAs. We can observc a vcry rich structllre arollnd tIw t.rallsitioll cncrgics rOl"GaAs,
which starts to Slllooth as thc silicoll cOllccntration is 01"t1w ol'<1el'of 8.5%, hecolllillg
finally in just a Slllooth ulld111atioll WhCll thc silicoll COllcclltratiolJ r¡ses the :J7%. In fad,
the two chal'acteristic luaxim:\ observed arouud t.lw El trall:-;itioll rOl' GaAs, 1)('('011I0in
jllst olle Illaxillllllll as 80011as x = 0,085 and dissappear for:1: = o.:n. In a. prcviotls papeL
other anthors have explained this ehange in structure on the I"c,is of surfaee cffeets [9].
However, we consider tha.t if a cha.llge in the stl'llctllre of a. eryst.al occurs, tllis dmllge
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FIGURE 4. First derivative of the anisotropy spectra showll in Fig. 2, with respcct to the photan
energy of the incident light.

must affect principally the bulk of the crystal allll therefore the explanation must be given
on the basis of bulk effects, such as the electro-optic effect. Furthermore, in ReL 9 the
authors reported the zincblende-diamond transition arouud x = 0.37, but they did not
measured the anisotropy spectnnn of a sample with this concentration. They obtained
this value for x, from X-ray diffraction measurements. Therefore, the ROS spectrum of
(GaAs)¡_x (Si2lx for a silicon concentration of 37% is being reported in this paper for
the first.

5. CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that Reflectance Oifference Spectroscopy is a powerfnl technique to
detect structural changes from anisotropic lattices (zincblende in presence of an elec-
tric field) to isotropic lattices (diamond). The experiments carried out show that in
metastable (GaAs)¡_x (Si2)x alloys, the structural transition occurs for a silicon concen-
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tration of about 37%. This result is in agreement with the results obtained for other
authars using X-ray difIraction patterns [7,91. Samples with higher s¡¡icon concentra-
tions where not available amI therefore we can not measured metastable alloys with
higher values of x.

The advantages of using the RDS technique are:

a) RDS is a non-destructive techniqlle,
b) the installation and measurements are easy,
c) the experiments are carried out under normal pressure and temperature conditions,
d) the results are seen directly from the measured spectra.

The zincbiende to diamond structural transitiou has been explained on the basis of the
linear electro-optic efIect, which is present for zincblende crystals, but not for diamond
crystals. Tbe RDS spectrum far metastable (GaAs)¡_x (Si2)x alloys with x = 0.37 is
reported for the first time in this papel".
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